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About This Game

In the near future, humanity has discovered a new element in their search for renewable energy: Magicore. Using "cauldrons" to
refine the element, humans successfully create magic, and mages are born.

All is not well, though. As magic becomes more widespread, new creatures dubbed 'spectres' begin to appear. In hopes of
training mages to fight spectres and form an army of Holy Mages, TEOS, the ruling magic agency, hosts a high stakes

tournament: The Magical Battle Festa.
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Gameplay

Magical Battle Festa is an arena-based fighting game with support for up to 4 players. Use devastating combos, special moves
and incredible super moves to pummel your foes into submission. Easy to learn but challenging to master, Magical Battle Festa

relies on your ability to dodge enemy attacks and use your attacks at the right time without sapping all your mana.

Key Features

Gain the edge in battle by using the magibots that follow you into battle. Order them into formations to give you higher
attack, higher defense, and more! Proper use of both your magical abilities and your magibots are the key to victory.

Play intimate 1v1 matches arena matches against talented opponents, or take the game to the next level with four player.
Play in teams or against unfair odds to test your skills. The sky's the limit when magic is involved.

Choose from a wealth of unique characters, each with their own attacks, weapons and special moves.

An all-star voice cast, including voice talent from all over the anime industry.

Zoom around the arena to avoid fire or make subtle sway movements to dodge attacks without ever giving up ground.
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I'll start with this, it is not that good of a game, there are way better magical girls games even on the PC such as: Most of the
Touhou games, most of the Hyperdimension Neptunia games, Magical Battle Arena: Next, Magical Girl Lyrical Nanoha (PSP),
Madoka Magica (Dungeon Crawler for the PSP), Madoka Magica (hack & slash for the PS Vita, not that good actually but fun
nonetheless if you like Madoka Magica and magical girls) and supposedly that Blue Reflection is also a magical girl game but i
didn't play it yet so i can't say if it is any good, etc.. there are other games but i'll go on with the review now.

The reason it is not that good is because it is lacking, gameplay could be a bit better but otherwise content-wise it is lacking, the
price for the game as of today is 10.99$ which isn't so bad but this game should be sold for about 5$.
And i would have prefer a game with more characters and more copyrights, more content and better gameplay for of course, a
higher price (a game worth 20$ - 30$ would hav ebeen fine).

So in the end, it is not that bad if you wait for a sale (-80% 2.19$) but they should have made something bigger, a bigger project
instead of a small project like this.

6.5\/10 - You can't except something big at this price but the actual price should be 5$ instead of 10$ and it would still be great
to have a bigger game with more characters, content and stuff, and a better gameplay.
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